We are certified.
- Quality management system acc. ISO 9001:2008
- Maintenance of industrial, health and safety standards acc. OHRIS

We are member of the Möhling Group.

Quality is one of our strength.
You get an offer to your inquiry within 24 hours normally.
History
The Production Association "Maschinentechnik Pretzschendorf" counted 30 people at the founding in 1960. At that time the company produced spare parts mainly. Over the years we specialized in the production of drive types such as keys and Woodruff-keys. Today we also produce special drawing parts on our CNC machines.

Now
From our own production
Drawing parts
of different materials
with the surface according to customer request

Fasteners acc. DIN or drawing
Keys, Nose-wedges,
Woodruff-keys, Sunk-keys
Keys acc. DIN 6885
Nose wedges acc. DIN 6887
Woodruff keys acc. DIN 6888
Keys acc. DIN 6886
Tangential-keys acc. DIN 268, 271
Spigot keys

Nuts
Nuts for T-slots acc. DIN 508
Rhombus nuts
Axle brackets acc. DIN 15058
Square weld nuts acc. DIN 928
Square nuts acc. DIN 562
Square discs acc. DIN 434, 435, 436

Tubular rivets
acc. DIN 7340
Tube cuttings

Groove pins
pins with round head acc. ISO 8746
pins with flat head acc. ISO 8747

For more please visit our website:
www.maschinentechnik.de/sonderteile.htm

In our measuring room
We are able to:
- 2D, 3D roughness, hardness, thickness measurement
  and more.

We manufacture our own templates ...

In storage we have a big range of iron and non-iron metals available.
Standard dimensions in flat and square can be procured at short notice.

Material - stock
Following heat treatments and surfaces are possible (in wage work), for example:
zinc-, chrome-, phosphate-, nickel-coating, anodizing, sandblast, glass bead blast,
hardening, tempering, case hardening...
...and more.

Please to request.

www.maschinentechnik.de